THE FOREIGN WARSHIPS (WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY) LAW.

(CAP. 91.)

Foreign Warships (Wireless Telegraphy) Regulations.

1. These regulations may be cited as the Foreign Warships (Wireless Telegraphy) Regulations.

2. Foreign men-of-war and service aircraft accompanying them lying in any harbour in Cyprus shall conform to the following regulations:—

(a) Transmission on 600 metres is forbidden except for the purpose of making or answering signals of distress.

(b) Interference with naval, army or air force signalling, or with any fixed shore station, must be avoided.

(c) Transmission must be discontinued on request from any naval authority or the port authorities or any fixed shore station.

(d) Protracted signalling, using apparatus transmitting other than pure continuous waves, must be avoided.

(e) If there is a British or Dominion fleet or warship lying in any harbour in Cyprus the Senior Naval Officer should be consulted.